Reading Homework

Eyes of the Storm

Read the vocabulary words and definitions. Find each word while reading the story.

Vocabulary:

1. **destruction**: great damage; ruin
2. **expected**: thought something would probably come or happen
3. **forecasts**: statements of what is coming; predictions
4. **inland**: in or toward the interior
5. **shatter**: to break into pieces suddenly
6. **surge**: a swelling motion; sweep or rush, especially of waves
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Read pp. 342–353

Answer the comprehension questions.

1. How do the photos of hurricanes differ from other storm pictures that Warren took? ________________________
   __________________________________________

2. Which of the following is a generalization from the story?  (Circle one)

   (a) Hurricanes can cause a storm surge.

   (b) It is always dangerous to take photos during a storm.

   (c) Satellite photos can show storms moving across our continent.

3. What part of a hurricane causes the most damage to an area? __________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________

4. What does the calendar show on p. 344? __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________

5. Why was Warren very tired after taking pictures of hurricanes? __________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________